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Practical information
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Q & A after the presentations

Send in your questions in the chat

A recording of the webinar together with the questions and answers will be 
published on our website

Help us improve by answering our survey
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Q and A afterSend in your questionsAll questions and answers to be published on web if we don’t have time to answer them during the webinar.Webinar will be published on www.swedischlub.comHelp us improve by answering our survey.



Welcome to The Swedish Club’s
Loss Prevention webinar
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Schedule for our series of Webinars 
2020:
• June – Trade Enabling Loss Prevention (TELP)
• September – The Swedish Club’s Loss Prevention at your service
• November – Sanctions and their consequences
2021:
• January – How to avoid cargo claims 
• March - Engine failures, the causes and advice
• June – Navigational claims and how to avoid major pitfalls



Protection
and Indemnity

Freight Demurrage
and Defence

Kidnap and Ransom

Hull and Machinery

War Risks

Loss of Hire 
and Delay CoverEnergy and Offshore

Increased Value
Insurance and Freight 
Interest Insurance

The All-in-One pioneer
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offering a full range of marine insurances and additional insurances when required.



The Swedish Club – Loss Prevention
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Responsible: Marina Smyth Samsjö



Our approach to Loss Prevention
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Loss prevention initiatives designed to add value to our members in 
their efforts to reduce the number of claims

Initiatives are easy to implement in the daily operations of our 
members

Focus is on providing members with concrete hands on advice 



Loss Prevention areas of focus
• Navigational claims
• Cargo claims
• Peoples claim
• Machinery damage

Proactive and Reliable Loss Prevention



Navigational claims
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2011-2019 H&M, Nav claims, claims cost USD >1-uncapped, Avg claim cost & FreqAs per 2020-09-03



Cargo claims
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2011-2019 P&I, Cargo claims, claims cost USD >1-uncapped, Avg claim cost & FreqAs per 2020-09-03



Injury and illness
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2011-2019 P&I, Injury & Illness, claims cost USD >1-uncapped, Avg claim cost & FreqAs per 2020-09-03



Machinery claims
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2011-2019 H&M, Machinery, claims cost USD >1-uncapped, Avg claim cost & FreqAs per 2020-09-03



The areas of focus are addressed 
through:
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• Training:
− Emergency Response Training (ERT)
− Maritime Resource Management (MRM)
− Marine Insurance Course (MIC)

• Initiatives:
− PEME*, SCORE** and benchmarking
− Trade Enabling Loss Prevention (TELP)
− Monthly Safety Scenario (MSS)

• Proactive information:
− Member alerts
− Publications and guidance

*The Swedish Club Philippine Pre-Engagement Medical Examination (PEME)
** The Swedish Club Operations Review (SCORE)
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Training – Emergency Response Training, Maritime Resource Management (MRM) and Monthly Safety ScenarioInitiatives – The Swedish Club Philippine Pre-Engagement Medical Examination (PEME), The Swedish Club Operations Review (SCORE), benchmarking and awareness campaignsInformation – Member Alerts, loss prevention publications and guidance



Loss Prevention initiatives

Joakim Enström
Loss Prevention Officer
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Thank you Lars.My name is Joakim Enström and I am the Loss Prevention Officer, here at The Swedish Club.Today I will talk about our newest Loss Prevention initiatives.
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Does your emergency 
response plan really work?
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Emergency Response TrainingThe focus with our Emergency Response Training is how we can improve our cooperation with our members and share our experience on how we assist if an accident would happen. We do this as a tabletop exercise. We build a scenario which escalates from a smaller problem, for example a machinery failure, which can lead to a grounding and a pollution for example. In the scenario we highlight both H&M and P&I matters.The Emergency Response Training will mostly be beneficial for the shore-based organization as we discuss matters which are usually not discussed in detail during a Stress test drill.The difference with our Emergency Response Training to the more common Stress test drill is that we discuss what happens after the immediate emergency. We discuss complex topics as salvage, pollution, General Average and dealing with the authorities, this is just to mention some of the issues. This tabletop exercise will highlight the importance of close cooperation between us and the owner.If you are interested in our Emergency Response Training please contact us at Loss Prevention or your underwriter.



Monthly Safety Scenario (MSS)
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Monthly Safety ScenarioOne of the most common feedback we at Loss Prevention get is that members are interested in cases. So every month we publish a new case. The main purpose for the Monthly Safety Scenario is to have an interesting topic to discuss during the monthly safety meeting onboard the vessel. In the scenario there are also questions which we believe invite to interesting discussions.By sharing a real case in the Monthly Safety Scenario we highlight that risks are real. It is important that the crew understand the risks and that they are discussed with all crew members. If a person can recognise a dangerous situation it is easier to take the required actions to avoid an accident.The present monthly case can always be downloaded by everyone. However, our members can login to SCOL and download all the cases that we have produced over the years.We also produce a calendar every year which include the previous year’s cases. The calendar is perfect to have on the bridge, or in the mess room or in the shore based office. 



Upcoming publications
• Container focus

- Preventing the loss of containers at sea
• Cargo Claims Analysis
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Upcoming PublicationsOur focus with our publications is to share our knowledge, experience and statistics as we believe being transparent is beneficial for everyone.One way of being transparent is by sharing this information in our own publications where we focus upon P&I matters as Cargo, Injury, Illness and pollution. We also write a lot about H&M where we focus mostly upon navigational and machinery claims.At the moment we have two P&I publications that are being produced. The first one has a container focus. Here, we look at why containers are lost overboard. This publication will be out very soon.  Our main findings are that containers are lost because of cargo securing issues, in combination with not ideal stability conditions as a large GM when the vessel sails through heavy weather. The container publication has been written in cooperation with Macgregor, SEC Bremen and SOLIS and we are very thankful for their invaluable input.The other P&I publication is an analyses of common cargo type claims which we have identified as per our statistics. This publication is written in cooperation with the cargo experts CWA. This publication will be later this year or early next year and we will have more information about this later on. We believe, it is very beneficial for us to corporate with experts in the industry in combination with our statistics and cases, when we write our publications. I think this gives our publication even more weight.



Navigation claims analysis
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Navigational Claims AnalysisI just want to promote our Navigational Claims analysis publication.In this publication we focus upon why collisions, contacts and groundings happen. We have expanded on the cases and I am very pleased on how we managed to write the collision cases as we discuss the COLREGs in detail with hands on advice. I also think our section “What can we learn?” which addresses recurring issues, came out great. Here we discuss what we think the shipowner and manager should focus upon to reduce the risks.The key issues that we raise are the importance of training, to be able to make quick and decisive decisions and the importance of being proactive, so you do not end up in a close quarter situation for example. That the crew understand the equipment and rules are imperative.This publication goes hand in hand with our smaller booklet Bridge Instructions, which highlights some of the key factors to have a safe and efficient bridge watch.I think these two publication can be useful for crew members onboard the vessel but also for the shore-based personnel.So if you haven’t read the publications you can download them from our website or contact us and we will send you some copies.



The Swedish Club Online
Loss Prevention  Seminars

• Movies
• Case studies
• Handout materials
• Easy-to-use presentation material
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Our newest project is The Swedish Club Online Loss Prevention Seminars.This idea came about because of the ongoing pandemic. As there is no possibility for people to get together in bigger groups, we thought that it would be a good idea for our members to be able to have an online seminar instead. In this initial training package, we have 5 cases. To make this even more interesting we have produced 5 movies that briefly explains the scenario.We will also produce a complete voiced over PowerPoint presentation. The idea is that the PowerPoint presentation is being played and then paused to discuss the topic at hand. To make it easier for the persons attending the online seminar, we have created a number of handouts. They include a detailed synopsis of the scenario, issues raised in a “What can we learn” section and questions that should be discussed during the seminar.By creating this online seminar, we can reach all of our members with interesting topics that can be used multiple times. We are in the process of finalising this product but until then here is an example of one of the movies.



Maritime Resource 
Management (MRM) 
in brief

Lorraine M. Hager
Loss Prevention and Marketing Advisor
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Thank you Joakim for that very informative presentation of our up to date lp initiatives and Lars for giving us an overview of our services and how we can better serve our members.Hello again everyone! My name is Lorraine Hager. I am the Loss Prevention and Marketing Advisor at The Swedish Club. Before joining the team in July, I have worked at The Swedish Club Academy for almost eight years doing Loss Prevention work with the focus mostly in the soft skills area.  I have conducted training and seminars to our members and spoke mainly about the Maritime Resource Management programme, which is also my topic for you today. Now some of you are probably familiar with MRM or Maritime…..But for those of you who are new to it, I will be presenting a brief introduction of what MRM is all about.As Lars mentioned, the MRM is one of the most important cornerstones of The Swedish Club’s Loss Prevention. The focus areas such as navigational claims, cargo claims, peoples claim and machinery damage are all covered by MRM.
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In safety-critical industries such as the maritime branch, we cannot afford to make errors that would result to accidents resulting to high claims and worse, it could even result to loss of lives. According to accident statistics, the biggest contributing factor to accidents is still Human error. We all make mistakes. Human error is inevitable. With time these mistakes can lead to major catastrophes. However if caught in time, it can help us to learn a lesson.Let’s take a look at this photo of a vessel on it’s way to her destination. What comes into your mind when you see this photo? Or let’s ask ourselves, what comes in the minds of the crew working onboard, or the officer on watch or the captain? Will they be more alert? Is there an increase in situation awareness? In this situation, if the crew suddenly lose focus, or there is a failure in communication or teamwork where they don’t have the same mental picture, there could be an accident waiting to happen in 5 minutes. This could result to a very high claim for our members. 



Decision making
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It all boils down to decision making. The decisions we make are based on the information we currently have and the available resources, and making use of all these available resources including human resources, that is vital in achieving the efficiency and safety of onboard operations. Decision making, this is a key skill in effective MRM.In the Maritime Resource Management (MRM) programme, as part of our loss prevention service at the club, our objective is to really understand accidents so that we know how we will be able to prevent them. Helping our members practice good decision making thru our training.



What is Maritime Resource 
Management (MRM)?

• A human factors training programme 
aimed at the maritime industry

• Aims at preventing accidents at sea 
caused by human error
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The MRM training programme was launched in 1993 - at that time under the name Bridge Resource Management - .During this time, there was no available resource management training in the maritime industry. The Swedish Club was one of the 8 entities together with Dutch Maritime Pilots Corporation, Finnish Maritime Administration, Norwegian Shipowners Association, SAS Flight Academy, Silja Lines, Swedish Maritime Administration and Swedish Shipowners Association who came together and develop the first Resource Management training course in the industry. In 2003, The Swedish Club changed the name to MRM in order to include those who are working in the engine rooms, working ashore and anyone interested in safety. The Swedish Club is really committed to increasing safety by sharing our expertise to all our members.MRM has now become an integral part of crew’s training. What is MRM? It is the effective management and utilization of all resources, human and technical, available to the Team to ensure the safe completion of the vessel’s voyage.



Maritime Resource Management 
(MRM)

The MRM programme fosters:

• Positive and constructive attitudes
• Good personal communication
• Leadership excellence
• Compliance with operating procedures

Proactive and Reliable Loss Prevention



And leads to: 

• Reduced accidents and incidents
• Increased situation awareness
• Effective management of available 

resources
• Improved onboard communication
• Less complacency
• Effective implementation of standard 

operating procedures

Proactive and Reliable Loss Prevention
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These are our goals at the end of the MRM training.



MRM focus areas
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• Authority and Assertiveness

• Human Performance and 
Limitations

• Challenge and Response

• Communication

• Leadership and Management

• Culture

• Situation Awareness

• Attitudes and Behaviour

• Teamwork

Presenter
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Situation awareness - The trainees should be able to recognise the importance of Situation Awareness in decision making, Communication - This module deals with common errors in communication, the importance of “closed loop communication” and how you achieve a good communication atmosphere. The trainees are given practical guidelines on how to perform briefings and debriefings. Authority and Assertiveness - trainees will discuss and analyse authority and assertiveness and by the end of this module be able to identify the dangers of extreme combinations.Attitudes and Behaviour - The trainees learn to be aware of “hazardous thoughts” that can induce accidents and even become aware of “safe thoughts”. Challenge and Response - The trainees learn the importance of a “Supportive Environment” in which everyone feels free to question assumptions and actions, and in which positive responses are the norm.Culture – the objective is for the trainees to be able to describe some the different characteristics involved in cultural differences for example: Group or Individual, Power Distance, Uncertainty Avoidance, Feminine or Masculine, and Short or Long Term. They will also learn how to deal with them.



Training method
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Computer-Based Training (CBT) Workshops

Case studies

Application (bridge/engine ’mock-up’)
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So how do we go about it. The CBT is carried out individually or in group. As a preparation for each workshop, the trainee learns basic facts about human behaviour and interaction. This is done by means of computer-based training, or CBT. The CBT program also contains video examples of good and bad management situations. Workshops and group discussion are conducted to drive attitude change. The learning process in the MRM course takes place in workshops. Case Studies are important part of the course to reinforce attitude and behavioral change and allow analysis using MRM terminology.Training can include full mission Bridge and Engine Room Simulation for those companies that have in-house training facilities. This is a very good set-up where the seafarers can directly apply what they have learned from the Computer Based Training and workshops.We also recommend Refresher courses which is considered a critical success factor for long-lasting results from resource management training.



MRM

The MRM course is 
designed to minimise the 

risk of accidents and 
incidents by …

…encouraging safe
and responsible 

behaviour
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As a summary, the course is designed to introduce the concepts of Human Factors to improve efficiency of operations onboard and reduce errors that cause costly failures.



How do we apply the MRM concepts?
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Just to give you an example of a situation. On the photo you can see a chief engineer with the glasses giving instructions to a junior engineer. Let’s say for example that the junior engineer is a Filipino (we talk about culture here), since I am also a Filipino and I can relate to this situation. As Filipinos, we are brought up to be very respectful towards our superiors (elders or people with higher positions) and in that respect we sometimes have difficulty saying no when our superiors ask us to do something even if we are a bit reluctant. And when our superiors or bosses make mistakes or probably decisions that will eventually lead to catastophes, we are afraid to challenge or question that decision or that unsafe act. This could be due to people are afraid to lose their jobs, to lose face or just afraid of their bosses. But with the MRM training, we want to encourage our seafarers, may they be subordinates, junior officers or captains, to have an environment where challenge and response is open, encourage our seafarers or employees to be assertive and challenge unsafe acts, where we should improve communication and teamwork and really drive attitude change. At the end of the day, we all want the same result, which is preventing accidents and helping our members reduce their claims  where safety is our priority.



Feedback from our members
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“Safety in our DNA” states
Mr. Rob Grool, CEO Zeaborn Ship Mgmt.

• “The strength of MRM is that it puts 
constant emphasis in making the best 
use of all available skills on board and 
on challenging unsafe acts before 
they become disasters. 

• And ‘all available skills’ also means 
awareness of unsafe practices about 
to happen or taking ownership of a 
quality/safety issue until it has been 
resolved. “

“It’s a ‘value for time’ course” says
Mrs. Amalia Marcou
Crew/HR Manager, Enesel Ltd.

• “It gives new impulses to the team 
and takes a totally different approach 
about how to deal with and manage 
human error.”
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Here you can see some of the feedback from our members who have participated in our MRM training and those who are implementing MRM in their fleets. Mr. Rob Grool, the CEO of Zeaborn ship mgt, is one of our strongest supporters of MRM even way back when he was at Seaspan and Wallem. He really believes in what MRM can contribute to improving safety onboard. In our previous edition of Triton, you can read more about an article on Safety in our DNA where he talked about the benifits of MRM.Mrs. Amalia Marcou from Enesel also actively participated in one of our MRM training and they are now implementing the programme to their fleet.’We are grateful to our members sharing their feedback to us.
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That’s all for me today. Before we proceed to our Q&A session, we will be showing a short video about our latest Loss Prevention initiative which is the Trade Enabling Loss Prevention. So stay tuned for our Q&A. And don’t forget to leave your questions in the chat. Thank you for listening and stay safe. 



Questions and Answers
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Show this slide when Q&A session



The Swedish Club’s
Loss Prevention webinar
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Schedule for our series of webinars 
2020:
• June – Trade Enabling Loss Prevention (TELP)
• September – The Swedish Club’s Loss Prevention at your service
• November – Sanctions and their consequences
2021:
• January – How to avoid cargo claims 
• March - Engine failures, the causes and advice
• June – Navigational claims and how to avoid major pitfalls
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